Supports up to 1TB of
file storage ensuring
continuous rolling footage

IN-VEHICLE MULTICAMERA SOLUTION

Intelligent 360o Smart
Camera Solution

Capable of more than
10 working days of video
storage within the vehicle
Supports up to 4
high-definition 1080p
cameras for each vehicle

Receive real-time
warnings and alerts,
in-cab and in the office

Designed specifically for fleet operators, Teletrac Navman’s smart
camera solution is a high-definition system that captures rolling
footage, while triggering events via internal sensors. Events that
trigger are risky behaviours such as harsh driving or speeding. The
combination of forward-facing, driver-facing, left and right-side
cameras, gives you a 360o view of each vehicle.
Paired with an AI-based fleet management solution, the system
is designed to connect, analyse and display the events most
important to your business with all the information you need to
see. Only see the footage that matters most via real-time event
alerts, or download footage direct from the vehicle without leaving
the office. Protect your drivers from fraudulent claims with an
industry-leading multi-camera solution.

Protect your business
against fraudulent insurance
claims for peace of mind

Supports up to four highdefinition 1080p cameras
for high-quality footage
Front, driver and side
cameras provide a 360o
view

Analyses footage alongside
telematics data to provide a
complete view of incidents

Access footage as required
or as events occur from
the back-office

Uses G-force sensors to
automatically trigger events
alongside telematics data
Supports GPS tracking to
provide rich location data
alongside footage

Rugged devices
- waterproof &
shockproof hardware

How It Works
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Sensors detect an anomaly and an
event is raised in the system
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High-definition video footage is
automatically recorded
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Integrated video and telematics data to
empower a safer and more efficient business

WIth an intelligent multi-camera solution that integrates into the smarts of a fleet management system, you gain visual and
vehicle movement data, to to help you understand events and make better decisions on the fly. Gain access to analytical
information, that automatically combines the captured footage, direct to you via alerts, or request footage from the vehicle.
With an integrated solution, you get a comprehensive visualisation of what happens on the road, rather than reading
between the lines or piecing multiple data sources together.
IMPROVE DRIVER
BEHAVIOUR
Capture road events in
real-time to increase
fleet safety standards
by identifying and
correcting unsafe
driving behaviour.

SAFEGUARD
FROM RISK
Protect drivers and
the organisation from
fraudulent accident
claims with visual
evidence of events.

REDUCE FLEET
OPERATION COSTS
By honing into
operational insights
provided by real-time
footage, you can find
areas of improvement to
increase efficiency.

GROW AND
SUCCEED
Improve the fleet’s
reputation with safe
drivers and low collision
rates. Rest easy knowing
your fleet is safe.

Footage & telematics data is
communicated to the server
Event-based architecture means you get alerted
as incidents occur on the road, with analytics
and video footage in event format
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Provides the ability to improve on driver on-road
behaviours, all while you protect them from
fraudulent accident claims

Information is analysed immediately
by the fleet management system

Adjustable warnings and alerts triggers that
you can set up and edit based on your role in
the business
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Event view is created for the
back-office to view footage and
information
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